Downtown Flagstaff Scavenger Hunt
These can all be found in the downtown area, including Southside, of
Flagstaff.
Can You Find …?
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A mural with a compass, a boot, a camera and mountains.
A Tourist Home and pelota court. Hint: south of the train tracks
A Peace Pole.
An eternal flame. Hint: This flame is dedicated to the servicemen of Coconino
County.
A statue of an adventurer reaching out to an eagle. Hint: This statue is near a
parking lot.
Railroad tracks that aren’t really railroad tracks- just bricks.
Gargoyles. Hint: They are pink and up high.
A grouping of signs pointing east and west- Albuquerque? Page? L.A.? Phoenix?
Hint: Check out the major intersections.
A mural with people at a lake.
A train that no longer moves.
Purple, round glass in the sidewalk. Hint: look down while you are walking
downtown
Two big wooden wheels that were used in the logging industry.
A bright mural with flowers, cloud, sun, moon, house with a heart.
A metal outline of the state of Arizona. Hint: next to the Peace Pole and to
the tracks and next to a well-known organization that helps businesses.
Grand Canyon strata.
A mural with a bicyclist.
A train station- Tudor style.
The Courthouse Clock.
A sign advertising rooms for $5.00. Hint: look up, south of the railroad tracks.
A mural of Flagstaff- it’s a set of paintings really.
A statue of a man working hard (not dancing). Hint: near the train tracks.
A war memorial. Hint: You could skip across the bridge and get a book.
An old painted building sign, advertising ice cream.
A tile mural with bright Mexican scene: a river or canal, flowers, trees, boats,
and a man and a woman. Hint: this one is a hard one, look on side streets and
entryways to buildings, south of the tracks
A cowboy lassoing a steer.
An old painted building sign advertising Switzer Hardware and Drug. Hint: This
one is painted on a second story wall.
Another train station, this one older and now BNSF’s office building.
Stars on a building.
A Xeriscape Demonstration Garden. Hint: Not that easy to find but if you
have Flagstaff city business you might find it if you have to park your car.
A mural of Noah’s Ark.

